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The Yale Club in Bulgaria invites you to a discussion on the future
of environmental multilateralism with Maria Ivanova, who earned
her PhD in International Environmental Policy from Yale in 2006.
She is now Associate Professor of Global Governance and Director
of the Global Governance and Human Security PhD Program and
the Center for Governance and Sustainability at the University of
Massachusetts Boston. Professor Ivanova will speak about the
original vision for environmental multilateralism and its subsequent evolution. What has the anchor institution for the global
environment, the UN Environment Programme, accomplished, why,
and what is to be done? What are the options for reform and
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This discussion is part of the guest-lecture-series organized by the Yale
Club of Bulgaria, which aims at providing venues and facilitating learning
and exchanges among distinguished international academics, scholars,
policy makers and politicians around the world.

For more information, see https://fb.me/e/1s1BkDk1r or write to yaleclubbg@gmail.com

